REPORT OF THE NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

THIS IS NOT A BALLOT

Nominations from the floor may be made at the October 14 Senate Meeting.

Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee

Seven members of the faculty, not more than two from the same school, college, or division.

NOMINEES

Davy Carozza ---- Comparative Literature
Oliver Myers ---- Spanish & Portuguese
David Luce ---- Philosophy
George Hutchinson ---- Business Administration
Robert Krueger ---- Electrical
Paul Lydolph ---- Geography
Alvin Wolfe ---- Anthropology
Jack Nichols ---- Communication
James Martin ---- Physics
Robert Remstad ---- Educational Psychology
Vinton Bacon ---- Mechanics
Arthur Schoeller ---- Curriculum & Instruction
Neal Riemer ---- Political Science
Betty Johnson ---- Social Welfare

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

Barbara Zakrzewska-Borowiecki, Chmn.
Harold Boettcher
Russell Fenske
Jack Nichols
Gerhard Rauscher
Glenn Schmieg
John Teter